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With the ability to detect the auras of dangerous psychic criminals, Rachel Bonner has found peace

and quiet on Rainshadow Island with her dust bunny companion. Then Harry Sebastian, the

descendant of a notorious pirate, arrives to investigate strange developments in the privately owned

woods known as the Preserve. Rachel can sense the heart of darkness within him - and the stirrings

of desire within her own soul....
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I am a fan of Jayne Krentz, in all of her writer's personas. The historical romances she writes as

Amanda Quick were my first introduction to her, and I have been hooked ever since. I did enjoy this

book, but it left out some key information about the main character's background that was frequently

alluded to. Other than that small annoyance, it was as fun to read as all of her other books.

This series has become one of my favorite series.. I am reading it for the third time. This author has

given us a unique picture of what the future could hold for us. Simply, a curtain opens that allows

space travel, and homes on other worlds. When the curtain suddenly closes, the travelers are stuck

in a new world where the excitement and mystery begins..if you like mystery, action and romance

plus a cute little pet called a Dust Bunny, you should really enjoy these books.

The "Rainshadow" stories are great.....the characters are well fleshed out....you feel like you know

them....and who doesn't love dust bunnies.



I love JAK, in all of pseudonyms, and this was another solid, if already done book. We see a little of

the ties in the Lantern Street series (Quick) and a few name dropping appearances from some of

the more solid Castle books but while the characters are aware of Arcane they are not part of

Arcane.The second book in the Rainshadow Island series, I'm growing a little tired of the

(admittingly at first cute) dust bunnies. If the things are so common that most protagonists have 1 if

not a matched pair why does every. single. villain. feel the need to ask, "What is that thing!" when

confronted with one.I did have to go back and read the preceding book, Canyons of the Night, to fill

in a few gaps which, for me, is indicative of me skimming these books and not reading as thoroughly

as I have others. Might be growing bored with the redone plotlines.

Hope Krentz continues with great characters. Would love a book with all the dustbunnies involved in

highjinks with their humans.

I've been following the Jayne Castle books for a while now and I've grown to love the world of

Harmony. However, this book in particular didn't hold my attention as much as the rest before it.

While the mystery aspect was engaging, the love story between Harry and Rachel doesn't seem

very founded. I can certainly buy in that they're attracted to one another and like each other. But the

ending just seems like there's something missing. That there should have been more between

them.I'm still a fan, but will think about possibly getting her next book from the library instead of

buying it.

Love the Harmony Planet books.The Rainbow Island series is exciting with all the paranormal talent.

I like the little dust bunnies that get about being so cute and when danger is near turn into

something dangerous.I loved how it carries on from Canyons of the Night with Rachael and Harry as

the new characters.Looking forward to the new book

Rachel is the strong self reliant heroine Jayne usually gives us. Harry Sebastian did not disappoint

either, just the right combination of strength, tenderness and passion. I just knew the Preserve had

more of a story to tell. I look forward to continuing to explore the Preserve in the rest of the series.

Thank you, Jayne!
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